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Michael ‘s outgoing
personality has enabled
him to become a strong
advocate for himself.
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(From left to right) Tara Mullen, Ginelle Giacomin, Cheryl Martens, Michelle Lodewyks and
Colleen Isfeld are members of Red River College’s Disability and Community Support Program team.

And The Survey Says
Red River College asks students for their input on DSC program

G
Music is helping to
enhance the lives of
people served by
Epic Opportunities.
Page 4

raduates of Red River College’s Disability and Community Support (DCS) program are being asked to
share their thoughts about their college experience.
Earlier this year, the college contacted alumni of the DCS program and
invited them to participate in a confidential online survey. The aim of the
survey was to solicit feedback from
DCS graduates about the effectiveness of the combined regular/
workplace program, discover if the

current model has increased retention and longevity in the field, and
determine if it has helped to develop
strong links within the disability support community.
The survey concluded in April and
a report on its results is expected to
be completed in June. College officials
were pleased with the more than 60
responses to the survey they received.
Continued on page 2
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Epic
Opportunities
offers
holistic, person-centred supports
to empower people to live,
learn, work and enjoy life in the
community.
Each of our locations offers a
wide range of supports based on
a person's interests, needs, goals
and dreams.
As a non-profit, charitable
organization, Epic Opportunities
operates under the direction of
a volunteer board of directors.
The board meets monthly and
is made up of committees that
provide input for policies,
governance and operations.
Board members are elected
from the general membership at
our annual general meeting in
June.

Program Coordinator Cheryl
Martens says the college regularly
conducts student surveys, but this
is the first time it has conducted
one specifically about the DCS
program and its current twostream model for full-time learners and students who have been
working in the field for a minimum of two years.
“It’s exciting for us. We’ve not
had feedback like this before,”
Martens says. “We think it will be
very helpful for us in the future.”
Sandy Kauenhofen, a 2010
graduate of the DCS program and
an Epic Opportunities Coordinator, says she thinks the survey can
be an important tool in determining how people working in the
field view the program and identifying areas where it can be made
more effective.
“By seeing what we need to
build on…that can’t do anything
but have a positive impact on the
people who are being supported
in our community and the people
who are providing those supports,” says Kauenhofen, who is
also a board member of the Alliance of Direct Support Professionals of Manitoba (ADSPM).
The DCS program was
launched in the mid-1980s as part
of the Core Area Initiative to provide training to people interested
in a career in disability support
work. Red River took over the
program and in 1992 began offer-
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ing a two-year diploma program
and an optional one-year certificate program.
More than 400 students have
graduated from the program
since it was has been offered by
the college. The majority of them
found work with residential, employment, day or educational support services in a variety of roles
including direct support workers,
managers and coordinators.
Martens says anecdotal evidence suggests the program is
working well, but college officials
felt the best way to determine if
that data was accurate was to obtain feedback directly from DCS
graduates.
The survey asked respondents
a number of general questions
such as when they graduated
from the program and if they are
currently employed in the disability support field. It also asked a
series of questions specific to that
person’s current position.
A report based on the results
of the survey will be shared with
members of an advisory council
who will determine whether any
changes to the program are required. It’s hoped the results will
promote the importance of
providing a quality education to
people working in the disability
support sector and maintain current levels of government support
for the program, Martens adds.
www.epicmb.ca
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Spreading Goodwill Wherever He Goes

A

nyone who has ever spent any time at
Epic Opportunities’ day service location in
St. Boniface has likely met Michael.

Michael, 23, has been served by the organization for the past three years ago and his outgoing, positive personality has helped him forge
dozens of new relationships during that time. In
fact, he has become something of a goodwill ambassador at the organization’s Goulet Street offices,
often going out of his way to welcome newcomers
and help show new staff how things are done.
“He’s a very naturally social guy,” says Pam Munnik, coordinator of the agency’s Goulet location.”
The opportunity to develop new relationships
was a major reason Michael says he decided to join
Epic Opportunities.
“Everybody is nice to me here. I feel like I have a
lot of support,” he says.

Michael says that has been particularly true
when it comes to making decisions. Not only have
staff has provided him with whatever tools he
needs to make decisions, he says they have been
great about encouraging him to make his own
choices. That in turn has helped him to feel more
confident in all aspects of his life, he adds.
“It’s great to see how he’s become a real advocate for himself,” Munnik says. “When he wants
something to happen he won’t take no for an answer. He’s become very good at putting together
the pieces of a plan that works for him.”
Michael has some big plans for this summer. He
hopes to volunteer at the upcoming 2017 Canada
Summer Games, scheduled for July 28 to Aug. 13 in
Winnipeg.
“I’m excited about it,” he says of the opportunity
to volunteer at the Games, which will feature nearly
4,000 athletes from across the country taking part
in more than 250 events.
Sport is one thing Michael enjoys as much as

www.epicmb.ca

Michael counts shooting hoops and listening to music as
two of his favourite pastimes.

forging new friendships. He shoots hoops regularly
at his local Y and has competed at the Turning Leaf
Games. He is also a diehard fan of the Montreal
Canadiens hockey team, an affection he shares with
his mom, Renetta. There likely wasn’t a hockey fan
more excited about Le Bleu-Blanc-Rouge clinching a
berth in this spring’s Stanley Cup playoffs than Michael.
Another one of Michael’s passions is music. At
home, he can often be found listening to his favourite music on his computer. His musical tastes tend
to lean towards classic rock and he lists AC/DC and
Bruce Springsteen as two of his favourite acts.
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Making Beautiful Music Together

M

usic has been a big part of Sarah’s
life for some time. It’s not uncommon to find her singing one of her
favourite tunes or playing along on a
piano or guitar.

“I like music. It makes me happy. I’m happy when
I’m playing music,” Sarah says, smiling.

Sarah is one of nine people currently served by
Epic Opportunities taking part in a music therapy
service offered by the non-profit agency in conjunction with Motivating Sounds Music Therapy Services. Motivating Sounds is operated by Tanya Barker, a music therapist certified by the Canadian Association of Music Therapists.
Nearly two dozen people have taken part in the
music sessions since they were first offered in 1999.
The service has since been expanded to include
each of Epic Opportunities’ current day service sites
as well as a handful of homes.
The primary focus of the sessions is to enhance
the quality of life of participants through music. This
can take the form of anything from teaching music
skills to exploring different genres of music and even
helping people who don’t communicate verbally to
create playlists of music they want to hear.
Barker says the service uses music as a tool to
support people to achieve non-musical goals. What
sets the sessions at Epic Opportunities apart from
traditional music therapy, she says, is the way they
have evolved with strong support from Epic Opportunities staff. Individuals achieve foundational skills
during sessions and staff support those skills
throughout the person’s daily life.
“Those non-musical goals, I hope, will extend
people’s successes beyond just the music therapy
sessions,” Barker says. “Anything that an individual
accomplishes is shared with staff …so that it can be
transferred to a daily experience rather than just a
half hour, weekly experience.”
This service has helped Sarah to be successful in
May 2017

Tanya Barker (left) works with Sarah during a recent music
session at Epic Opportunities’ St. Boniface location.

many different areas of her life. In addition to enhancing her musical abilities, it has enabled her to
form social connections with other people through
music and feel more confident. One-on-one songwriting sessions have also helped her to express
herself better verbally.
Senior Manager Charlene Pruden says one of the
keys to the success of the service is Barker’s ability
to tailor it to the individual needs of the people she
works with. Sessions are often organic and can vary
widely depending on a person’s interests.
“Tanya really interacts with people to get to
know them and what they want to do and achieve.
She’s very good at reading people,” Pruden says.
“She also talks to the managers, coordinators and
staff to get to know the person better.”
Pruden adds that some of the skills people have
acquired through the music therapy sessions have
helped them in other aspects of their lives. In one
instance, a person enjoyed working with Barker so
much they decided to enrol in a Zumba fitness class
that combines music and dance. In other cases, the
service has helped people to better connect with
support staff and reduce some of the anxiousness
they feel when dealing with stress.
www.epicmb.ca

